LTHS PTO WISH LIST - FALL 2020

$213  Special Education - social skills games, instructional programs & resources.

$151  Sped - classroom set of whiteboards for students to work math problems on, now that all learning is online. Enough for each student to have their own along with dry erase markers.

$2,150  CTE/leaps - 10 digital microscopes, 1 facial reconstruction kit.

$215  Science - Chemistry themed board games (7).

$1,200  Art - approved 6 ProPanels for displaying art.

$70  SDC - stock tank for their desert tortoise to live in.

$1,400  Ag facility - medication injector system for ag livestock facility.

$2,500  Administration - remodel of teacher collaborative work space in bldg.

$250  English - 2 smaller mobile dry erase boards.

$250  English - 5 copies of each of these books - --> *Speak*, *Perks, I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter*, *Patron Saints of Nothing, American Born Chinese*.

$168  English - 5 copies of each of these books - --> *Speak, Patron Saints of Nothing, I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter, All American Boys, A Long Way Gone: Memoirs of a Boy Soldier*.

$168  English - 5 copies of each of these books - --> *Speak, Patron Saints of Nothing, I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter, All American Boys, A Long Way Gone: Memoirs of a Boy Soldier*.

$520  Office staff - 4 sandwich boards for events, open houses, etc.

$298  CTE - foam tiles to protect robot brains.

$4,950  Chemistry team - Vernier probes and charging stations that connect to TI-84 calculator that the classes use. Will benefit 6 teachers and 1,000 students.

$14,503  TOTAL APPROVED